In classical genetics, though, it is different…almost backwards from that. It is different because you have an expected outcome rather than just a hoped-for outcome.
In classical genetics, you put forth a hypothesis for the inheritance pattern of a phenotype, such as simple dominance involving independent assortment, that causes you to expect a specific ratio of the phenotype in the offspring of a cross (9:3:3:1 for an F1 cross, for example).
Your null hypothesis again means basically "no difference", but this time it is no difference between what you think will happen and what actually happens that you want so as to prove that your prediction of the outcome was supported. Simply stated, if your results are different from your expected ratios, this variance is merely due to random chance (and not because your phenotype is inherited in another manner). Notice the difference in this as compared to the above example with the medicine. This time, small difference = small Chi square = big p (above .05) = my idea is supported. Difference is low; I win the Nobel Prize.
Example: You flip a coin 100 times. Your null hypothesis states that you will get a 50/50 ratio of heads to tails because your coin is "fair" -nothing about it will lead to more heads than tails. When you flip it, though, you get 90 heads and 10 tails. You do a chi square analysis and your chi square value is very big (your p value is very low, certainly less than .05). You must reject the 50/50 idea and conclude that some other factor was involved (it wasn't a fair coin, it was flipped in an unfair way, etc.). Capice? Now for the math… How: You will be given results from a cross (observed values). Compare these to your expected results using the formula in your calculator. Expected results would be a proportion of offspring such as 3:1 or 9:3:3:1 for phenotypes in the F2 generation of a monohybrid or dihybrid cross, respectively. Here is the language to use when making a conclusion…
Once you have collected your data and analyzed them using the Chi-square test, you are ready to determine whether your original hypothesis is supported or not. If the p value in your Chisquare test is .05 or less (.05, .01, etc.) then the data do not support your null hypothesis that nothing else but random chance is at work here. So, as a scientist, you would state your "acceptable" results from the Chi-square analysis in this way: "The differences observed in the data were not statistically significant at the .05 level." You could then add a statement like, "Therefore the data support the hypothesis that..." Never say that you "proved" the hypothesis or that it was shown to be "correct". And you will see that over and over again in the conclusions of research papers. This is how a scientist would state "unacceptable" results from the Chi-square analysis: "The differences observed in the data were statistically significant at the .05 level." You could then add a statement like, "Therefore the data do not support the hypothesis that..." Don't say the hypothesis was "wrong".
